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The Univer5ity of Michigan Law School

Wednesday, April IS, 1981

SFF A wards Fellowships

By JEFF BLAKE
When Steve Emoniii'II:Ot mto the grind of
his first-year Hon•ortll uw classes in /973, he
not only found l11s Ch·il Procedure tl'acher
boring, but fi!lurl'd he could do a beuer job
of teaching the wrme hrmself. He put
together the first of what would be many
outlines to come, l(ot h11 {ather, a pnnrer, to
bind a few coptes, and "ound up $ellin1: them
to most of hiS sectmn mutt\. The man behind
the man wuh the bill nol<' on the co~er of the
commerctal low outlmes. Emanuel now
works as a solo !•'UCttttoner tn hts
New Rochelle, New t'orA of/tee, but basically
spends his lime and mukl!\ his money getting
low students ocro11 the country to thtnk, tf
not like lawyers, otleustltke low students.
Emanuel, 30, a 1976 'um laude graduate of
Harvard, IS momed and the father of two
young children. Last "t·ek he talked over the
phone with the Re., (,e.,lae:
Q: I was looking over some of your

material the other day and it seems to
me that you've got a fairly good handle
on it. How do you do it?
A: Well, I write one book a year and
that's pretty much what I do for a
living. I obtain just about every
published source of reasonable value on
a subject and use those. For instance
with Property, T bought the eight·
volum e American Law of Property set,
the Restat~ments, all the West hornbooks and the seven leading casebooks
that the law schools use. I used the
Browder and Cunningham book extensively. We make a fairly scientific survey of who's using what : We call up the
campus bookstores, etc. It's an intellectual business but it's also a lot of
marketing.
Q: Who does your research?
A: I do.
Q: You do?
A: Yes, I do. I work one chapter at a
time. I take notes on note cards,
highlight the sources just like a law
student would do, and I make the
outline the way I think the topic should
flow within the chapter. Then I plug the
cases into the outline. This is coming
from all the secondary sources and
three leading casebooks. I look at the
others for their general treatment.
I do the indentation with all the numbers and letters later, but I've got a
rough idea of what the major heads are.
I put aU this on tape with a dictaphone,
and then my assistant <a law student)
transcribes it onto the typewriter. He
also reads the cases, makes sure they
say what I say they do, and then I
evaluate his comments and do a fairly
heavy editing job on them .
Finally it goes to our in-house
typesetting plant to be keyboarded, and
the rough drafts go to my mother who
works in her house as a proofreader.
Q: Your mother?
A Yes, she's discovered a whole new
second career.
See page 2
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Spring Cleaning in the Law Quad
A FACULTY PERSPECTIVE

On Friday, April 10, SFF announced
the fellowship recipients for the summer of 1981. The following people will
be working with funds provided in
whole or in part by contr ibutors to this
year's SFF campaign:
On Friday, April 10, SFF announced
the fellowship recipients for the
summer of 1981. The following people
will be working with funds provided in
whole or in part by contributors to this
year's SFF campaign :
• Elizabeth Allaben-Comsumer Federation of America, Washingtin, D.C.
• Christine Brzezinski- Feminist Legal Services, Ann Arbor
• Carol Dansereau-Connechcut Fund
for the Environment, New Haven,
•
Conn.
• Lauren Gallagher-Women's Equity
Action League <WEAL>. Washington,
D.C.
• Edward Goodman-Youth Policy and
Law Center, Madison, WI.
• Dorothy Goeman- M1chigan Indian
Legal Services, Traverse City, MI.
• Jamil Nasir- Feminist Legal Serv- "
ices, Ann Arbor
• Melissa Rasman- Connecticut Fund
for the Environment, New Haven,
Conn.
• Terri Stangi- M1chigan Legal Services, Detroit.
• Mike Walsh- Gay Rights National
Lobby, Washington, D.C.
See page 3

The-Attack on LSC
by Steven Pepe
Prior to the evolution of our complex
corporate and welfare state, an individual rarely needed a lawyer except
for an occasional will, contract or tort.
In today's complex society where the
government regulates more behaviors
and encroaches on the market for many
decisions on the allocation of resources,
the determination of one's entitlements
is often impossible without acquisition
of some specialized knowledge about
the law.
While the government undertakes
some enforcement of the laws, our
system is primarily dependent on
private adjustment and enforcement of
rights. Again, specialized procedural
knowledge is usually required. Finally,
in the legislative and administrative
process, the public electoral process
recedes to focused , specialized inputs
from the private sector.
Today, more than ever in the past,
lawyers are the prime actors in the
creation, recognition, ordering and enforcement of legal rights. In a growing
number of areas, the access to a lawyer
<or the acquisition of comparable
specialized substantive, procedural and
institutional knowledge ) is a
prerequisite to participation and fair
treatment in our legal and social

system. Unfortunately, our means of
providing access to lawyers has not
evolved as rapidly as our dependency
on them. Distributing this essential
commodity of legal services, primarily
thr ough the private market, has
provided the best and most talented
lawyers for the wealthy while providing
little, lesser or no legal services for the
less fortunate. This has handicapped
the middle income and poor in the
creation, awareness and enforcement
of legal rights.
In the 1960s, paralleling a period of
civil disorder, greater efforts were
made to encourage the least advantaged to participate in the legal system.
Our ideology of equal justice and fair
play began to take concrete form in the
evolutionof legal services programs
under the Economic Opportunity Act.
The Supreme Court had earlier nudged
this ideal into the order of events for
criminal defendants.
I was a law student at Michigan
durmg this time pursuing a diet of corporate courses with enthusiasm. Some
things began to change. In addition to
the concerns that Allen and Kamisar
were expressing over the way the
disadvantaged fared in the criminal
~nd juvenile systems, Sax began poundmg on slumlords, and joined San-

dalow-, Harris and Israel in offering
Michigan's first course on Poverty
Law. Kennedy and others began pursuing debtors' rights, and Jim White
joined hands with local bar leaders to
start the fi rst Legal Services program
in the county, which provid~ early
clinical placements for law students.
Roger Crampton, who was then on our
faculty , was obviously learnipg from
his brethren to later chair the first
national Legal Services Board.
A dozen years later, legal services
has emerged from the executive branch
into an independent Corporation. That
Corporation has finally reached its interim goal of having the equivalent (a
lawyer or paralegal> of 2 lawyers per
10,000 poor persons. There are 14
la\fyers per 10,000 for the total U.S.
population. A 1975 study showed 23% of
the roughly 30 million American poor
had a civil legal problem each year ,
though legal services then could only
handle about 1 mtllion, or 14%, of these
7 mtllion problems Today, nearly 5,500
legal services attorneys staff 1450 offices m nearly every county in the country Even with 2lawyers per 10,000 poor
persons handlmg today nearly 2.5
m1lhon legal matters, legal services is
still handling well less than half the
See page 5
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Law in tlie Raw

Compiled by Ma tthew Kiefer

Cryptic Move

Noblesse Oblige
A recent fina ncia l pinch a pparently hasn't much affected office lifestyles at Washing ton's very hightoned Arnold & P orter . With the defective ceiling in
the fi rm 's squash courts repaired, private or group
lessons are now being offered-dur ing office hours.
Also, partners have been told that they may
decorate their pri vate office balconies with plants,
furn iture, or sculpture, so long as the decoration is
not visible from the street and " does not clash
with the color of the builrung. ••
- Lega l Times of Washington. M arch 9, 1981

The University of Ma ryland Law School is pla nning
some unique outdoor study space for its studentsin a cemetery. The school shares its Baltimore
city block wi th the his to r ic Westm ins t er
Presbyterian Church a nd graveyard Cnow defunct>,
which is where the morbid poet, novelist, and opium
addict Edgar Allen Poe is buried. As more literary
readers will remember, P oe met a myster ious end,
dying in a Baltimore hospital a fter being found
semi< onscious in the street. His gravesite will no
doubt provide insp;ration to future generations of
law students.
- National Law Journal. March 16, 1981

Wise Guy
Les Kitselman, freshman Rep. in the Montana
legis latur e , wa s pretty pleased with himself.
Suspecting that few of his colleagues ever paid
much attention to the bills they were voting on, the
lawmaker took the floor to sponsor an insurance
bill, introducing it a s " ... a simple bill, preserving
extrins ic phrasal ta utolog ies, pleonas m , and
gu ileless cry ptology found within policy
arrangements." There were no ques tions from the
other legisla tors present, and the bill passed by a
la rge m arg in . Unfortunately, Mr. Kitselm a n's
smug pleas ure was short-lived, because he soon
discovered that he had ina dvertently introduced the
wrong bill .
- Nationa l Law J our nal, Apri/6, 1981

Up and Up
The Amer ican Bar Association must have been
shocked indeed by the relenlless "salary spiral" for
starting associates at Wall Street firms In a short
item entitled "Future Shock," the organization's
magazine reported that 1983law grads can expect to
start at Sl37 ,000 per year . cHow would you like to get
in on that action? l
- ABA Journa l. December 1980

The Th ird Sex
A Stan ford Univers ity doctor a l candidate in
linguistics, Sharon Vea ch, has oCfered women attorneys advice about courtroom language which

Emanuel,
from page 1
Q : Does she make substantive correc-

lions too?
A: No, she's checking to m ake sure that
everything comes out the way I said it,
and mostly making stylistic comments.
Q : How long would you say it took you
to do the Proputv outline?
A: Well, a book like that, my thickest,
took maybe 900 to 1000 hours of work,
which means I r eally work pretty fast. I
finished the Crtminal Law book in October of '79, and got to wor k on Property
in J anuary or February (it got to the
market in November).
Q : How did you start in this business?
A: I star ted my first year of law school.
I had a visiting professor of Civil
Procedure, who was not really a good
teacher, and I just knew I could present
the subject at least as well as he could. I
put together about 150 pages of singlespaced typewriting, and m y father
made the copies for m e. I sold 110
copies of my section of a bout 140
students, which was just enough to let
me see there was something there , a
way to ~ork through school.
I three-hole punched the firs t one,
then started selling to other schools . It
was pretty well accepted. I think my
classmates wer e feeling substantial
desperation.
Q : How were your marks?

A: I rudn't show up in class too often- I
was sort of busy-but I will tell you that
my grade in Civ Pro was my lowest of
my first year. It was the last B I got until m y last exam in law school.
Q : Did you make the law review?
A: I would have had I gotten an A in
Civil Procedure, but that's the way the
cookie crumbles. I wound up Cum
Laude, which means I was in about the
top 35 percent, and I'd guess I was in the
75th percentile.
Q : What did you use to study from
before Emanuels came out ?
A: I used Gilberts to a certai n extent,
but I always thought they lacked a little
of the meat I needed. I used the usual
ra nge of hornbooks. Of course this
m ight not be too objective, but I've
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will improve their effecti veness. Among her tips are
to avoid verbal " fillers" such as " urn" and " I
guess"; to lower the voice a nd vary the intonation
less, and to a void using m eta phors. The primary
goals of a woman in the courtroom should according to Veach , be to " make juries see lhem as
lawyers and not as gendered beings."
- ABA J ournal. February 1981

ln the L aw Quad
• Professor Vince Blasi gave an exam last week to
his F irst Amendment class that contained one
question based on the actual facts of the R.G.'s
recently concluded effort to gain uncondi tional access to faculty meetings. Blasi told the class he was
going to tally the resul ts. Law in the Raw predicts
another faculty victory by about a two-to-one
margin.
• A hotly contested race for a seat on the Ann Arbor
School Board has been entered by Assistant Dean
and noted kid-lover J . J . White.
• Some more mellow law students who were
lingering around the Alpha Delt fraternity house
across State Street last Saturday afternoon to listen
to the Streetlight Knights band play from the roof,
were a little irked by their more hard-core peers in
Room 200 and the Law Review offices, who reportedly called campus police and threatened to file
char_ges if the music was not stopped.

a lways been a big believer in secondary
sources.
Q : When we started here some of our
professors told us not to rely on the
commercia l outlines too quickly, so a
lot of us waited more than a week. Is
there anything to their advice?
A: I do think it's important for a student
to read a case on his own, and a student
who star ts reading my outline or any
others on the first day of class as a substitute, even though he may do well on
an exam, will be in for a sorry time in
the long run. I think the outline is more
an adjunct than a substitute. It's hard
to deny that having a unified body of
material helps to understand the
material.
r think it takes just about a genius to
take just a casebook and the prof's
notes and sufficiently handle all the
issues thrown out at him on an exam .
They're always hitting the gray areas
that are skirted in class. And even
without regard to exams, I think the
unified presentation has to help.
Q : How many books are you selling?
A: Well, of about l69 schools accredited
by the ABA, we sell directly to stores at
about 150 of those campuses. This
academic year we sold about 80,000
volumes, a lmost a ll to firs t-year
students. 1 think we can make a fair
claim to selling two books to almost
every accredi ted school's first-yea r
student.
Q : Sounds like you 're m a king
something of an impa ct.
A: It's very satisfyi ng, but some of the
time it's downright scary . I sit ther e
towa rd the closing weeks of a new
product, and 1 wonder if I'm saying
something wrong. I worry about the
alienability of a contingent remainder .
Q: What criticisms do you hea r ?
A: The common criticism is that we
need a capsul e out line up fr on t ,
something to use the night before a n
exam, and we hope to do that in the
future.
Q : What do the professors say now?
A: I get a mixed reaction. A number of
them recommend them, and even consult the outline before teaching. I'm not
sure they'd want to be identified. But
I'd still have to concede that a majority

are still completely negative on the idea
of study aids. They tend to be the older
ones, but it's getting harder for them to
take that stance since even Gilbert's is
now professor by-lined.
Q : How do you feel about your work?
A: Well , I think it's fair to say that if
you compare my work with, say, a
Smith and Burby on property, you'd
have to agree that mine's at an
equivalent level of detail. I try very,
very hard to be scholarly.
Q: Are you interested in tea ching?
A: I've put in applications for adju nct
teaching jobs at a couple of New York
schools, but rudn't get a bite. I doubt I'd
do it full time. I like the business world
too much.
Q: What about practicing?
A: For now, I'd rather be the principal
rather than the agent working for
someone else.
We're also expanding into a closely
related business. which is holding
seminars in taking law school courses
and exams. We've got over 200 students
from the New York schools signed up
for seven hours on Saturday <at $40 per
student).
Q : What do you thi nk a bout the
Michigan fa culty 's output?
A: My feeling is that Browder-Cunningham is a ver y good book, and that's
probably the one I'd use . Also, you
won't find a better hornbook anywhere
than White and Summers. I th ink the
casebook is a bit scattered, but the hornbook is the best.
Q : You must have been in school at the
same time as Scott Turow, who wrote
One L, about his firs t year at Ha rvard.
Wa s his account accurate?
A: There is a lot of paranoia, but
probably less at Harvard than at most
schools. For instance, you at Michigan
can probably go anywhere you want
when you're finished with school, but at
the sm a ller schools, if you're not on law
review, you'll be lucky to have a job
waiti ng for you. They've got good
reason to be scared there. We've got 200
~ople signed up for this seminar on
Saturday, at $40 a student. Exams are
coming up, and there's a great deal of
anxiety.
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ORGANIZATIONS

Fond Farewell

With this issue, R.G. signs off fo r the year.
Among other th ings, this means that
organizations sponsoring upcoming events,
and others in need of a public foru m between
now and judgement week in May will have to
start using the Docket. It also means that the
R.G. staff may be able to start reading for
this term's classas. See you in September,
boys and girls!
In unrelated news, rumors persist to the effect that MSA Rep. Crack Jable has been
returned to office in a stunning landslide victory. Running under the pseudonym of Jack
Crable, the sometime R.G. correspondent
reportedly bested his opponent by about a 4
to I margin, so faithful readers can look forward to the further musm~s of Mr. Crable-er,
Jable-in these pages next year.

CURRICULUM NOTICE-It's time for
all you lame-duck law students to put
your gripes and suggestions about the
curriculum to good use' One way you
can show that you care about your
future alma mater is to write down your
constructive criticisms of any aspect of
the Law School curriculum. Please include comments on what you did and
did not like about the curriculum as
well as ideas for changing and improving it. Keep in mind that the
cur riculum issue ! structure and
sequence of courses. class size, etc.> is
distinct from the personnel issue (who
teaches the class >.
Please drop your suggestions, which
will be forwarded to the faculty, in the
Curriculum Committee mailbox outside of the Senate Office. Remember :
Although you may be graduating,
future generations of law students can
benefit from your experience.

•

SOCIAL COMM ITTEE- there will be a
meeting of the old/ new Social Committee on Monday April 20th at9: 00 p.m. at
Good Time Charlie's, to plan the Friday
Nite Cocktail Hour on April 24th and the
Last Day of Class Blow-Out on May I st.

SFF,

from page 1

The fund-raising drive was a tremendous success this year A total of $9,100
was pledged. Of that amount 7,100 was
pledged by current students and $2,000
came from an alumni matching grant.
The ten recipients will receive a total of
$8,500, the remainder of the money to be
reserved to cover pledges which are not
paid.
Once again this year the SFF Board
had a difficult time deciding among a
number of qualified applicants and attractive job opportunities. A total of
twenty-one applications were received.
In spite of the thirty percent increase in
pledges over last year, the Board simply did not have enough funds to help all
those who applied for fellowships.
Selections were made on the basis of
the organizations applied to, personal
inter views, and written applications
s ubmitted by the students.
SFF wishes to thank all those in the law
school community who helped to make
this year's fund-raising dri ve by far our
most successful in the organization 's
four-year history. The Board believes
that we came up with another strong
group of recipients and we wish them
luck in their err.ploymentlhis summer.

JOURNAL
WRITI NG
COMP ETITION-All interested first year
studen t~ ~re invited to enter our writing
competttJon for the selection of the
1981- 1982 staff. You must choose one of
the following two methods of entry:
• Case Club Appellate Brief- submit 3
copies by 5:00 p.m . May 20th to 731
Legal Research.
• J~i_nt Journa! / Review Writing CompetttJon- submtt 3 copies by 5:00 p.m .
June 15 to 731 Legal Research.
For further information, you may pick
up a description sheet outside 731 Legal
R~search , 412 Hutchins, or 100 Hutchms; or call763-2195.

Clinic
Of 141 students having taken Clinical
Law I over the past several years, 139
would recommend it to other students
(6 with some reservations) and only 2
would not recommend it. On a 1-5 scale
<5 being the best ranking > these 141
students give Clinical Law I a 4.2
overall ranking on how much they learned in the course, and a 4.4 as their
overall subjective evaluation. Last
Fall 's students went even higher with a
4.85 evaluation. Then why are there still
available spaces in the Clinic for next
Fall? It gives you something to talk
about in those inter views and cases can
be scheduled so as not to conflict with
your flybacks. There's still time to sign
up in Dean Sue's office.

•

L.S.S.S. Budget request forms for
Senate-funded organizations and committees are due today at noon in the
Senate Office .

•

ELS Sees Fiscal Peril
in State Toxic Waste Act
A study of a recent Michigan statute
by students at the Environmental Law
Society (ELSl here points to another
potential hazard of toxic wastes: the
bankrupting of the state treasury. According to the study, if the state of
Michigan assumes ownership under the
Hazardous Waste Management Act
0 979), of closed hazardous waste dumpsites abandoned by bankrupt companies, it could be forced to assume
unlimited civil liability for injuries
growing out of the toxic wastes stored
in them.
The ELS has alerted the state Department of Natural Resources CDNR) of
the potential dangers of assuming
ownership. ln a letter sent to DNR
Director Howard Tanner last month,
the ELS urged a moratorium on such
transfers of ownership until the statute
can be amended to be consistent with
the recently enacted Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (19801,
which provides a "superfund" to compensate victims of toxic waste.
Otherwise, says ELS Coordinator
Sanford Lewis, the consequences of
allowing the state to assume responsibility for the long-term maintenance
of
abandoned
sites
could
be
" disastrous." Lewis notes that pending
suits- stemming from toxic waste
problems at New York's Love Canal,
for example, already total more than
$15 billion-which is "about one and a
h~lf tim~ Michigan's annual state

SCHOLARSHIP FUND DINNER-the
third annual Alden "Butch" Carpenter
Scholarship Fund Dinner will be on
Saturda y, April 18th. Tickets are on
sale outside Room 100 from 11 am to 1
pm during schooldays.

•

INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY. On
Thursday, April 16, Dean Sandalow and
Professor Stein will s peak on the
Bellagio Conference on the Judicial
Role in Economic Integration, and on
the related book which they co-edited.
All students and faculty are invited to
attend the sherry hour, s:oo-5:30, in the
Faculty Dining Room of the Lawyers
Club, and the presentation at 6:15 in the
Main Lounge. A sign-up sheet is posted
on the JLS board for those interested in
dinner .

budget."
In its letter to the DNR, the ELS warns
that the statute as it currently stands
could be read to impose liability on the
state for claims arising before the transfer of ownership as well as those
arising while sites are under state control. The ELS notes that the federal
"superfurid" act, in addition to limiting
liability to the contents of the superfund, allows the EPA to veto the transfer of sites to be an unacceptable risk.
The ELS letter goes on to question
why the state should assume risks
"thought to be too severe for the federal
government to assume."
The problem could be made par ticularly acute by the fact that, according to Lewis, " the s late would
probably accept liability only for sites
rejected by the E PA- in other words,
the environmentally unsound sites. And
the state would be exposed to unlimited
liability, as contrasted with the limited
liability of the federal government. "
In addition to avoiding lawsuits
against the state, the ELS recommends
that state laws be amended to provide
more adequate insurance protection for
neighbors of toxic waste sites in the
state.
Besides Lewis, members of lhe ELS'
hazardous waste liability project include Melissa Rasman, Stephen Nolan,
Gary Elman, Roger Freeman, Joseph
Van Leuven, and Alan Van Kampen.
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1980-81 Saw Many
Achievements
Once a year the Law School sets aside a Sunday afternoon to pay tribute to students who
have distinguished themselves during the past
year . At this annual Honors Convocation, .
recognition is given to students who have excelled academically, served on one of the
scholarly publications, or participated in student
organizations or extra-curricular activities. It
should come as no surprise that persons in the
latter category receive no individual recognition
for their efforts. In some respects this is ironic
since law firms and circuit court judges go to
great lengths to r ecognize academic
ac hi eve ment,
while
extracurricular
achievements and 35 cents will buy you a cup of
coffee. Thus, the Res Gestae would like to pay
tribute to those students who have done an extraordinary job this year in directing Law School
organizations and activities.
First, we beHeve the leadership and members
of the National Lawyers Guild deserve praise.
The Guild was by far the most interesting and
active student organization a t the Law School
this year. While we may not always agree with
its views, the Guild has raised questions and
issues that students should think about before ·
they enter corporate America.
Second, the students on the Placement Committee who designed and implemented the
Public Interest Placement Conference deserve
thanks. The idea had been sitting on the Administration's back burner for a number of
years. It took a group of committed a nd
energetic people to finally make it a reality.
Third, the Law School Student Senate has done
a remarkable job. From the Fly-back proposal to
handicapped access, the Senate has been instrumental in voicing student concerns and
channell.i.Qg their . energies. President Ellmann
and crew have resurrected the Senate in the eyes
of both students and faculty. Their efforts will
benefit students for years to come.
Unfor tunately we do not have enough room to
recognize everyone who deserves credit. Portia
Moore (handicapped access ), Sanford Lewis
<ELS), Warren GOldenberg (Law Revue ), Jim
Kalyvas (Crease Ball) , Rick Hoffman (Student
Funded Fellowships), J oe Genereux (Faculty
Liaison ), John Fagan (Speakers. Committee),
and Ellen Durkee (Personnel Committee) deserve
more than the fleeting recognition that we can
afford here. Moreover, there are undoubtedly
other students who have been overlooked.
We thank all of the students who have given
their time and talents to make the Law School a
better place.

Classroom Etiquette
by Doug EHma nn

The j ava is sweet. Outstde now 11
is twenty below, but the cabin is
wtll insulated and warm. Suzelle
carefully places the skis against the
wall. The wood in the fireplace
b urns bnskly, and she falls
exhausted inco the larger armchair.
She pulls the long curly blond hatr
away from her eyes.
"Come over here and relax, "
she says. I ignore her requesl for
the moment, and finally open the
telegram. She notices my gnmace.
"Who IS it this lime?" she sighs.
"Burger . . . Brennan . . . San·
dalow?"
" More tmportant than that•.'' I
reply, taking another sip from th
mug. "It 's Kiefer again- the Rts
Gtstae. "

Upon Preparing
for Class
When preparing for class,
one should not hesitate to include anything imaginable
that might be needed during
the course of the hour. Certainly you should carry your
text and class notebook to the
instruction, but do not be shy
in bringing your task force of
co mmer cia l
o u t lin es .
Professor s are most im pressed when students take
ssue with their conclusions
with ~ufficient and respected
legal author ity. But take
heed : you must be prepared to
give specific citations when
engaged
in
argument.
Therefore, one should politely
say in pukka:
"My dear sir, I fear that I
may not be able to accept your
otherwise untainted position,
for my Cambridge Law
Outline comes to an inapposite
denouement."
Or brashly, " Wait a sec.
Steve Emanuel says you're
full of it. " One should always
be prepared, nevertheless, for
that rare professor who will
find such comment to smack
of insult. Therefore, be ready
to receive a glare that has the
force of a well-thrown
tomahawk. Do not let this
deter you from quoting your
c ommercial
outlines,
however, as thts verbal combat is the spice of legal
education.
A law student may become
fatigued during the lecture
and thus a sufficient array of
snacks should also be assembled to carr y to class.
Organic, high protein energybuilding foods are best, such
as cottage cheese, trail mix,
Gorp, Twinkles, a nd Mickey
Fruit Pies. It is de r igeuer to
offer the professor a slice of
the goods as consideration so
that there will be no trouble
when you begin shoving these
nourishments into your face ,
and chewing boisterously.
Liquids, too , should be
prepared for consumption. I
prefer the three-thermos approach : the fi rst containing
cafe-a u-Jail, the 's econd filled
with herb tea, and the third
with Brew 102. One should not

consume too much from the
lattermost thermos since a
loss of con trol due to
inebriation may draw attention to your activities, and
cause clamorous evacuations
of Hutchins, not to mention
livid classma tes. In other
words, technicolor yawns are
taboo.

Upon Entering
the Classroom
Your seat should be picked
with utmost care. The com-

charts returned with a vacancy
in each s pace. If you do con·
sent to sign, however , write
with s uch care that the
professor will require an electron microscope to read your
name, or disperse the letter
" x " frequently throughout. I
spell my name " DXOXXUG
XELLXXM XANNX," which
is difficult to pronounce.
Pre-class chatter should be
lightly flavored and obscene.
It is ill mannered to discuss
law school in any form. Most
rude are those who lean over

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

·:·:·:·:~:·:·:·:

Pay attention) or at least feig n it.
Professors take umbrage at those who are
more interested in last week Js box scores
than in the effect of causation in their
field. If you do bring a newspaper to
class) it is well mannered to turn the pages
underneath the table) out of the
professor Js vie w.
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:<·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·
puler labs have correlated,
in an exha usting study, the
relation between seat location
and the number of instances
one is called on in class . The
study insures at least one
location per class that is safe
from a professor's interrogation . By being the first
to obtain its results, I was
able to secure the only
" safe" seat in Professor
Rosenzweig 's c lass- inside
the podium .
Another brash maneuver in
aid of anonymity is to decline
to affix your name to the
seating cha r t. This action
assumes that your classmates
are ignorant of this ploy .
Professors have often been
astounded to find their seating

towards you w1th a dreamy
look and say : " I just got my
seventh fl yback out of seven
interviews. I'm going to see
Khomeini & Reaga n, in
Cleveland."
Initially you should ask a
disarming or confusing
question : " Is that our
President, or the fema le lead
in " The Exorcist?"

Upon Class
Ha ving Begun
Pay attention, or at least
feign it. Professors take urn·
brage at those who are more
interes ted in reading last
week 's box scores than
hearing about the effect of
See pageS
I

Letters
Hi Fidelity
To the Editor :
Perhaps most of the readers
of this letter, in one way or
another, have had contact
with one or both of the commtttees I have been m charge
of during the last year- the
Social Committee and the
Stereo Chairmanship. I am
writing this letter because r
believe the future of the Social
Committee and therefore the
social life of the Law School is
in a precarious position.
Most people have not been
aware of the absence of an active, functioning Social Committee because the parties
have continued. This is mainly
due to a lot of hard work by a
few individuals who are committed to the idea that Social
Committee functions can serve
as a catalyst and a meeting
gr6und during our law school
years.
Next year, these people will
be gone. New people are
needed so that the work load

will be spread more equitably
than in the past. I for one
would hale to be here after
this year Y.i thout a very strong
social calenda r .
This letter would not be
complete without my saying
that, despite a ll of tl'le work, I
really enjoyed my stint as
Social/ Stereo Chairman and
hope that my successors will
share the same enthusiasm .
Rudy Chavez

Sign-up
To the Editor:
I share the concern ex·
pressed by Andrea Beggs in
last week's R.G. a bout the
decreasing enrollment in the
clinical law programs. The
Child Advocacy Law Clinic
has been, by far , my most
worthwhile experience in law
school.
So if you want a chance to
break away from the
monotony of law school's con·
ventional courses, gain some
practical experience, and serve
the community, I strongly
suggest that you enroll in the
Child Advocacy Law Clinic.
Jeffrey Stein
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OPINION
L.egal Services,

measure in an avalanche of budget cuts
Profession in Fulfilling Its Duty •
periences with timid bar-sponsored
is a patent political move that is unforMake Legal Counsel Available." (Set
legal aid bureaus which had a:
tunate for our profession. The
also, EC 2-1, 2-16, 2-25, ABA Formal
tendency . . . to become a captive
from page 1
President's budget includes $46 billion
Opinion 320 and statements of the ABA
of its principal financial supporters.
for
Medicare
which
was
not
cut
as
a
House of Delegates. While it is naive to
civil legal problems of the poor.
<Russell Sage Foundation, 1966)
,;safety net" program for the " truly
assume that -access to lawyers alone
The clients served are mostly women
The Legal Services Corporation
needy.'' However, 86% of the recipients
will make a just society, the denial of
(68% ), mostly white (57%), and the
sought a FY 1982 budget of $399 million
of Medicare are above the poverty
legal assistance in our system has a
matters are primarily domestic (34% ), to maintain its minimum access of 2
level, many of them well above it since
history of grave injustices.
housing ( 18% ), income maintenance lawyers per 10,000 poor. The Budget
it is available to all the elderly. The
In 1902, Clarence Darrow addressed
03%) and consumer 02%). Only about
Committees of the Senate and House
U.S. Comptroller General recently the Prisoners in the Cook County Jail :
15% of the cases get into courts, mostly
have each rejected Reagan's zero fundIf the community had provided a sysestimated that there was $16 billion in
state courts, and another 5% reach ading, but both have made dispropor~:::::;:::;:;:;:::::~:::~:::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:::::::::;:;:::::::::::::.
ministrative resolution. Roughly 2% of tionate cuts for legal services comthe cases involve any legislative or ad- pared to other social welfare cuts. The
When · a s,ociety ceases to provide access and
ministrative advocacy. While federal
Senate recommended $100 million and
litigation makes up a small portion of the House $200 million.
fairness in its legal system it diminishes its moral
the cases, these cases have been
Calling Reagan's radical move "unlegitimacy and lessens the likelihood of voluntary
disproportionately successful.
warranted" and " unfair," Peter
Legal services programs are conRodino, Chairman of the House
compliance with its norms. When the powerful push
trolled and have their priorities set at
Judiciary Committee, has introduced a
the powerless further down and remove their
the local level by a board made up of
three-year reauthorization bill for the
60% local lawyers and about 30%
Legal Services Corporation seeking its
capacity for lawful recourse, they increase the
representative clients. There are very
current $321.3 million for FY 1982. A
few federal categorical restrictions on
probability of violence.
great battle will occur when this bill
these programs, though Congress has
reaches the floor of the House where ef::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::
yielded to Conservative pressures to
forts will be made to slash its funding
fo rbid representation of certain
level and impose additional restrictions
tern of doing justice, the poorest perwaste and fraud in the military budget
politically disfavored client groups or
on legal service activities.
son in this room would have as good
that Reagan will be increasing $40- 50
issues. The administrative cost of legal
If substantial cuts are made in legal
a lawyer as the richest ... When you
billion in the coming year. The $321.3
Services is less than 3%, and these
services funding and the federal governwent into court you would have just
million sought by Congressman Rodino
lawyers work for salaries averaging
ment recedes from the picture leaving
as long a trial and just as fair as the
to continue Legal Services for the poor
under $18,000 per year, well below
it to the private bar and states to
richest person.
is well less than the cost of a single
either private or government attorneys.
provide civil legal services, the
FFG-7 Guided Middile Frigate. With In his later years Darrow wrote:
While this program should be a Conserprogress made over the past 15 years
The imaginative man pities the
which will our country be more secure?
vative's dream, the Legal Services
will be largely destroyed. Even if the
deaf, the dumb, the infirmed, th~
When a society ceases to provide acprogram is again being made a political
Corporation
survives
its
cess and fairness in its legal system it
poor , and even the defenseless amtarget.
reauthorization and refunding fight,
mals who suffer untold agony without
diminishes its moral legitimacy and
President Reagan's 1982 Budget
Reagan, with Senate approval, will be
relief. lf he wants to escape sufferlessens the likelihood of voluntary
seeks to cut most social welfare
able to replace its entire national Board
ing with the world he must harden
compliance with its norms. When the
programs 25%. However, he seeks to
by next Fall, since the Senate played
his sensibilities and close his ears and
powerful push the powerless further
cut Legal Services 100% from its
politics and stalled approval of Carter's
down and remove their capacity for
shut his eyes.
current $321.3 million to zero. In 1971,
Board replacements. Dan Bradley, the
ABA President , William Reese
lawful recourse, they increase the
then Governor Reagan attempted to
Corporation's
president,
Alan
Smith, has described Reagan 's efforts
probability of violence.
veto OEO funding for California Rural
Houseman <formerly of Michigan
to destroy a federal legal services
Legal Assistance, which had forced the
Legal Services), head of its Research
While all citizens must work for the
program as " unsound, unwise and not
state to increase medicaid and welfare
Institute, and Bea Moulton, head of the
es~hl~m~t~just~~. ~ . u
in the nation's best interest." I hope
benefits and had aided poor farm Office of Program Support expect they
lawyers, purport to assume special
many of us in the law school community
workers
against
powerful
and others in the Corporation will then
ethical responsibilities for pursuing
and legal profession will join his efforts
agricultural interest. Three retired
be fired.
equal justice under law. Canon 2
and not close our ears and shut our
justices from different state supreme
What is being pushed as an economy
charges us to "Assist 'the Legal
eyes.
courts investigated the 135 claims of
misconduct and dismissed nearly all of
them as ground Jess. Thereafter,
President Nixon's Director of OEO
overruled Reagan's veto.
Concerned about such political interference with legal ser vices, President
Nixon adopted the unanimous recommendations of the ABA, the President's
by David Schreier
Advisory Council on Executive
outings, and so on, it's basically a fancy
pay attention when the details of this
Yes
folks,
summer is nearly upon us
Organization, a nd his blue-ribbon
dress version of summer camp. Do not
crucial
procedure
are
explained
.
and
many
will
be
working
for
firms
in
National Advisory Committee on Legal
lose perspective on the experience. If
Whatever else you may do, hand in your
cities across the land. Below you will
Services Programs to insulate the new
some harried second-year associate
time
sheets.
If
you
really
want
to
gain
encounter
the
Town
Schreier's
last
Legal Services Corpora lion from
asks you to summarize the new
(yeah !) article-The Do's and Don'ts of
bonus points, take something from your
political influence.
Bankruptcy Code on Friday at 4 :45,
desk
with
you
when
you
visit
the
office
Summer
Clerking.
In his message to Congress, Mr.
relax. Tell him you're working on a top
can.
Remember,
it's
billable
in
6
Nixon stated:
priority assignment from his boss, and
minute
increments.
There's
no
reason
Finding the Crimson
Much of the litigation initiated by
he'll go away soon enough to plague one
to waste those valuable minutes on the
legal services has placed it in direct
of your friends .
·
Cambridge Killer
throne without someone else paying for
conflict with local and state governit.
Every office has at least one. Forments. The program is concerned
Paula Posture
tunately, they are easily identified, since
with social issues and is thus subject
Dave Debonair
they manage to work into the first 30
to unusually strong political presWhen sitting at your desk, do you
Remember to be prudent at firm
seconds of conversation that they go to
sures.
remember to sit up straight? When
cocktail parties, since spouses and
Harvard Law School. Remain calm.
Nixon urged that the new Corporation be
fidgeting in the doorway of the Big Ensignificant others usually attend. A
When the two of you are alone, explain
structured and financed to assure indechilada's corner office, do you always
guaranteed way to guarantee unemgently that everyone gets an offer, so
pendence and to allow legal services
stand erect? A prestigious law firm is
ployment is to ask the Senior Partner's
there's no reason to volunteer for extra
attorneys:
not like the Law Library, where a
inebriated wife if she wan.t s to inspect
assignments or sabotage anyone else's
full freedom to protect the best inchiropractor would have a field day.
your etchings. (Wom en, take
work after hours. If this subtle apterests of their clients in keeping
While at the office, keep your shoes on
heed-this goes for the inebriated
proach doesn't get the message across,
with the Canons of Ethics and the
and your grooming habits in order.
smile and inform your colleague in a
senior par tner too.) So watch your
high standards of the legal profesDon't embarrass the firm by having
firm voice that his/ her thumbs and
Chi vas consumption, and your tongue.
sion . . . and that the program be
some heavy taco client walk by you
eyeglasses will be broken if she doesn't
continued to become a permanent
slouched at your messy desk with your
Sally Slave
cooper ate.
and vital part of the American sysshoes off, tie undone, or mascara driptem of justice.
This is your summer job. The firm wants
ping, belching sonorously after the cofTim Time Sheets
Freedom from political interference
to impress you, make yo~ feel comfee and danish you've just devoured.
was a lesson learned from earlier exBilling is important in the big firms, so
fortable. With all of the picnics , yacht

Town Schrier Leaves You Do 's
& Don ,ts of Summer Clerking

ARTS+
Instruments Are Instrumen tal
by P aul Berghorr
Ann Arbor is very lucky to be able to
claim one of Amer ica's finest original
instruments consorts as its own. Ars
Musica was formed here in 1970 by its
c urrent musical d irec tor, Lyndon
Lawless. Today it is a highly polished
group and will undoubtedly soon rise to
the level of the European ''greats." But
wha t the heck does " original instruments" mean?

STEVE'S LUNCH
"The Om elet Shop"

1313 SOUTH UNlVERSITY
Special
Y, lb. Hombaurger Steak
Potatoes, Toost & Jelly

$3 .15
HOURS:Mon· Thur 8-5
Fri-Sot 8-7
Sun 9·7

Despite its name, " or iginal ins truments" tr anscends mere instrumentation. It is, rather, a whole
philosophy of music, a demand for
historical authenticity. The general
idea is quite simple. Composers do not
write music in the abstract ; they write
it to be played. Furthermore, compositions are firml y grounded in the
present, and are meant for the instruments, techniques, and playing
conditions existing at the time of composition. Therefore, to fully realize the
composer's intentions and genius, we
must go back in time and r ecreate the
his torical facets of performance.
Instruments ana their playing has not
changed substantially since the time of
Beethoven. "Original instruments "
thus has little effect on Romantic and
Modern music . But there was a
profound evolution of sound from the
Renaissance through the Baroque and
Classical periods. Musical instruments
were different back then, but they were
not inferior to their modern descendants.
Since the art of instrument-making
reached a level of perfection at a very
early stage, every adaption thereafter
produced a benefit only at the cost of a
deterioration in some other aural
aspect. Neither modern nor ancient in-

struments are intrinsically better, but
they are all particularly suited to the
music of their time.
The Baroque violin is much softer
than today's version. It cannot scale the
dramatic heights of Tchaikovsky, but
what it lacks in vertical ascent it more
than makes up for in horizontal breadth.
Its tone is much fuller and sharper
richer in complex harmonic overtones.
Because of its lower bridge, it has less
bite and more mobility.
Early woodwinds lack the fancy hardware of modern flutes, oboes, a nd
bassoons that allow them to play a fully
equal chromatic scale. Thus, many
notes cannot be played " naturally" in
pitch and must be approximated via in·
tricate forked finger ings. This was not
perceived as a drawback. On the contrary, Baroque and Renaissance
musicians cherished these "wrong"
notes and it is clear that composers
wrote with them in mind. Not until the
19th century was an equalized scale
viewed as desirable.
The greatest transformation occurred in the brass horns and trumpets
Being valveless, the old instruments
are incredibly difficult to play and
generate many imperfect notes. More
importantly, the trumpet's tube was
twice as long in the 17th century as it is
today. The extra length ennobles the
sound's color, rendering the trumpet
much softer and more compatible with
woodwinds and strings.
Most concerts in the Baroque period
were played in caslles or churches with
high ceilings a nd stone walls. The
resulting reverberation increased the
solubility of the instrument's tones. Attacks are diffuse, not abrupt. Rather
than separate colors on a painter's
palette, the music of Bach's time was
meant to be a glor ious smear of sound.

The modern orchestra's sound is very
compact, yet each type of instrument
can be distinctiy heard against each
other . Baroque instruments, however,
surrender thetr Identity to the whole,
surfacing dur mg m/i only to submerge
again in tllttt.
But "original instruments" would
just be so much m usicological murnbo
jumbo if it did not create exquisitely
beautiful mus1c Bach and Vivaldi on
"original instruments" a r e other·
worldly ; the pol> phonic interplay of the
parts is revealed best in the correct
historical settmg. Mozart Concerti on
the pianoforte the pianoforte is the
" missing link" between the tiarpsichord fam ily and the Steinway-are
pristine. Though an excessive drive for
authenticity can lead to arid exegesis
<e .g . Leonhardt's Brandenburg Concer·
ti, MCA/SEO"i 67030). the judicious
search is highly rewarding .
Ars Musica will be giving their final
concert of the school year on May 10 at
8:00 P.M. at St. Andrews Episcopal
Church, 306 N Division. The church's
acoustics are unbelievable, perfectly
suited to the requirements of Baroque
music. I cannot recommend this con·
cert strongly enough. It will be a perfect break from fina ls and a ra re chance
to savor the "original instruments"
sound live. The program will include
Mozart, Vivaldi , Handel and Bach's
Cantate No. 82, " lch habe genung."
Tickets a re available at Liberty Music
Shop. Get to the concert early as the
seating is first come first ser ved.
If you cannot tear yourself away from
Gilbert's, the next best introduction to
the arcane mysteries of " original in·
struments" is throug h records. Below
are three of my favorites. It may take a
few listenings to get accustomed to the
strange sound, but I must warn you that
"or iginal instruments" is addictive.
Recommended Recordings: Vivaldi's
Four Seasons by Concentus musicus
Wien <Tel. 642500) <A must! )
Bach's Bra ndenburg Concerti by
CmW <Tel. 2635043)
Bach's Cantatas Nos. 80-83 by CmW
<Tel. 2635363 >
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SPORTS

Pennant Prognosis

by Jon Lauer
Here are my fearless picks for this
year in baseball :
N.L. East: St. Louis
The Cardinals will be the surprise of
the yea r. They should have won it all
last year, and would have, but for poor
pitching, untimely hitting, poor crowd
support, managerial changes, and their
ability to lose games in the last two innings. This year they will win the
division <arguably baseball's toughest>
for several reasons.
First, I'm from St. Louis and face a
cut~ff of funds from home unless I pick
the Cards. Second, they remedied their

weaknesses in the off-season with the
acquisition of Bruce Sutter, Larry
Sorenson, Bob Shirley, Darrel Porter ,
and Sinto Lescano. The Cards still have
baseball's most fearsome offensive
lineup (five of the starters, not counting
the departed Ted Simmons, batted
above .300 last yea r ) and Sutter s hould
be able to preserve those late inning
leads.
N.L. West : Cincinnati
Proof again that I a m fea rless, and
possibly stupid. While the Astros should
win this division, the Reds sport several
unsung heroes who will carry them to
the division title. Ray Knight has

Sports Poll
The last Sports Poll of the year asks you to predict the results of this yea r 's
baseball pennant races Winners will be announced in October.
Last week 's poll was won by Bob Rothacker, who predicted the Watson·
:"Sicklaus 1·2 finish in last week 's Masters. You can join Bob at Rick's American
Cafe enjoying your free pttcher of beer by filling in your predictions and dropping
entries in the Sports Poll bag outside Room 100 by noon Sunday, Aprill9.
AL East - - - - - - -- - - NL East _ _
NL West
AL West
NL Champ _
AL Champ _ _ _ _ - -- - World Series Champ
Tiebreaker : How many games will the Tigers win during the regular
season? _ _
- - - - - - - - - -- Phone _ __ __ _
Name _

Mini- Marathon
by Phil UuU
The semi-annual LSSS Mini·
Marathon will be run Thursday, April
23 at4:00 p.m . The rae<' has tentatively
been scheduled for the Arboretum ,
pending approval by the park
management. Female and team entries
are welcome. A team championship
trophy will be awarded. as well as
awards for the top male and female
finishers.
Watch the Sports Rullclln Board in
the basement of the library for last
minute changes. A map of the course
will be posted there by this weekend.
In the Psycho-killer Softball tour·
nament, there are no winners, only survivors. Four teams the favored Law
Dogs ; the Psychokillers; Dewey,
Cheatum and Howe Csicl; and Murphy's Law-slopped their way through
last Sunday's drizz)(' to advance to the

Action Sports~r

FACTORY
CLOSEOUTS
Swim wear ,
Footwe ar,
Bo dywear
406 E. Liberty
2 bloc ks off State St .

semifinals, which will be played later
this week.
For the fourth straight tournament
the weather was miserable. Rain, wind,
and cool temperatures hampered play
throughout the day at Buhr and Elbel
Fields. When the infields turned to
mud, makeshift infields were constructed in the outfield grass. The semifinals
had to be postponed until later in the
week; Murphy's Law faces the Psycho·
killers, while the Law Dogs will play D,
C&H.

de vel oped into one of the game's
pre mie r thi rd basem en , and Dave
Collins has done the same in right field.
Tom Seaver is joined by a young
pitching staff.
Veterans of the past are still around
to lend stability : Ken Griffey, George
Foster, Dave Concepcion, and Johnny
Bench (although Bench 's de m ands
have caused some dissension on the
team). The Big Red Machine will roll
into the playoffs come September,
leaving the Astros, Dodgers, and the
other N .L. West teams (their names are
hard to recall >in its wake.
A. L. East : Milwukee
The Brewers have it all: pitching
cthanks to St. Louis, which generously
gave up Rollie Fingers and Pete
Vukovich >. hitting <kudos again to the
Redbirds, who donated Ted Simmons>.
and defense. Because Paul Molitor was
willing to move from second to the outfield, the Brewers can put defensive
whiz Jim Gantner at second. where he

BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowing how to analyze complicated
essays, confusedly combining sever·
al f ields of low, and writing coherent, logical and consistent answers
thereto. con make the crucial dif·
feren ce in passing the Bar Exam.
Why not gel the feel of 16 very
difficult Bar Exam questions before
t he July, 19B1 Bar Exam? Thousands
of studen ts. for the post 40 years ,
hove been convinced t~ • the approach-analysis-and style t'.:hniques
and methods they learned at THE
KASS PROBLEM ANAL YS1S CLINICS
were essential to their success on the
Bor Exam .
Six Sundays. starting June 7th.
1981 . from 1 to 4 P.M .• at the N .Y.
Sheraton Hotel. 56th Street & 7th
Avenue , N .Y.C.

TUITION FEE: $100
MICHIGAN AGENT:
DERYCK PALMER
KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS.
27 Wil lia m St., N. Y., N.Y. 10005
(212-WH 3-2690)

DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR FRIENDS ARE?
If it's between 11:00 a.m. and 2: 00 a.m. they' re probably at
PIZZA BOB 'S masticating the munchies away, ingesting epicurean delights, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting
their taste buds to salacjous assau lts of indescribable ecstacy.
Or. in other words, they probably slud on down to P.B.'s to
wrap themselves a round one of the best tasting meals in A2 .

PIZZII
BOB'S

PIZZII
BOB'S

UPTOWN
8 14 S. STATE ST.
665-4517

and Robin Yount establish a solid in·
field .
On the Brewer s' heels wi ll be
Baltimore. The Orioles, with the best
pitching rotation in baseball a nd the
managerial genius of Earl Weaver, will
challenge Milwaukee to the bitter end.
The Brewers will prevail because they
have no noticeable weaknesses. New
York won't win, because it would be unAmerican to predict that they will. The
Tigers stand an excellent chance to win
the division, provided that division is in
the Florida Instructional League.
Finally, a nice word about Cleveland.
Here's to the fans of the Indians, who
are the most passionate <only God
knows why > fans in the league. So
here's to the Tribe: this team has great
spirit and unlimited potential. Given a
break or two, the Indians will win it all.
A.L. West: Kansas City
The Royals win by default. See con·
straints on Missourtans under N.L.
East, supra.
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PUBLICATIONS
Writing Competition
The Mtchigan Law Revtew and the Journal of Law Reform are sponsoring a Joint
Writing Competition for admission
to the editorial staffs of the publications
for the 1981- 1982 academic year.
EligibiUty
You a re eligible for the Competition if
you are a first-year student or a 1980
"summer starter" currently enrolled
at the University of Michigan Law
School. If you have completed only one
year of law study and have been away
from the Law School during the 1980-81
academic year <either on leave of absence or in a joint study program in the
graduate school) you are eligible, but
only if you have not previously entered
the Writing Competition.
Dates or Competition
The Writing Competition will begin
on Friday, May 8, 1981 and end at 5:00
PM on Monday, June 15, 1981. You may
write during any three-week period

Etiquette,
frompage4
causation in their field. U
you do bring a newspaper to class, it is
well mannered to turn the pages underneath the table, out of the professor's
view.
After a few minutes of lecture, those
students who have not paid close attention are already anesthetized. For this
small minority, I have collected some
suggestions for pleasantly passing the
tiempo.
It is de rigeuer to give nicknames to
the various pictures of the eUte that line
the classroom walls. For example, in
Room 150, I long ago nicknamed the
distinguished gentleman in the front of
the room as " Bu1lets." To his left is
" Dutch," and to· his right is " Yasir
Arafat." Across the way is " Petunia "
and " Jim-Bob." Wherever you look
there will always be someone new ~
knight with a nickname.
Other students should enjoy playing
the board games produced by West
Publishing. The games have pressuresensitive sticky pads beneath the
magnetic board that allows it to be
placed out of view underneath the table
upside down. By dropping a pencil or
book, one can duck below the table
quickly diagnose the opponent's move'
and complete one's own maneuver. Ir i~
wise to set a time limit for each move
as I can recall one instance in an ex:
tremely boring lecture in which I was
the only student to have his head above
the table.
Students who do not find such exercises enjoyable can always revert to the
extreme, and take notes. But remember, both wheeling in word processors
and emitting great billows of sweat and
steam by taking notes so furiously that
your pen qualified for the Indy 500 are
considered declasse in the extreme.
I have drunk many cups of cappucino. The
cabin is cooler now, and the fire expends its
last red embers. Sparks fly up and dissolve.
Su1.ette puts down the journal she is reading,
and lies next to the fireplace to ke~p warm. 1
am very tired, and she is grinning at me.
lite down beside her.

between these dates. Note: Case Club
submissions for the Journal are due :\1ay
20, 1981-the Journal will accept euher a
Writing competition or a Case Club
paper, but not both.
What Are the Odds?
· The Review will invite approximately
34 members of the Class of 1983 to join
the staff in August 1981 <roughly two
and a half weeks before classes start).
The exact number of members chosen
on the basis of the Writing Competition
will depend on the strength of the entries. Last year, 102 students entered
the Competition and 33 submitted
papers. Eight students joined the Review
on the basis of their Writing Competition entries, while 27 others joined
on the basis or their first-year grades.
The Journal will extend invitations to
members of the Class of 1983 on the
basis of either a Writing Competition
paper or a Case Club brief. The Journal
will accept only one entry from each
student and will not accept Case Club
memos. Case Club Briefs must be submitted to the Journal Office by 5:00PM,
May 20, 1981. Joint Writing Competition
materials must be submitted in accordance with the rules of the Competition.
Last year, of the 48 juniors offered a
postion on the Journal staff, 10 were invited to join on the basis of their Writing
Competition papers . In the past,
roughly 40% of the Case Club submissions and 50% of the Competition
entries resulted in Journal invitations.
Procedure
There are two topics from which to
choose. You may pick up the topics in
Room 412 Hutchins Hall between 4:00
and 5:00 PM daily starting May 8 and
going through May 25, and at other
times by special arrangement. Accompanying each topic description will be a
list of principal sources which have
been placed on reserve in the Law
Library . In addition , packets containing xerox copies of the sources
on reserve for each topic will be
available for purchase in Room 412.
You will have 24 hours after picking
up the two topics to select one and
report your selection to Becky Troth or
Peter Lieb in 412. You have three weeks
to complete your entry, beginning at
the time you select your topic.
~laiUng

lf you will not be in Ann Arbor on the
date you would like the three-week
period to begin, you should stop by 412
HH between May 8 and May 15 (4:00 to
5:00 PM) for an information sheet on
the mailing procedure. Since it will take
from three to six days for materia l Sf>nt

from here to reach different parts of the
country, we are requesting that you
submit a self-addressed, 8" x 11" envelope with the proper postage attached (which we have yet to determine>no later than May 18. You will be
told when you submit the envelope what
the general topic areas are and we will
send you the specific topic and the
materials in the area you select. Since
the mailing involves some additional
problems, please be sure to stop by 412
HH between May 8 and May 15 to learn
the details.
Rules
You will be required to sign a form
which indicates that you understand the
rules of the Competition. One of the
major requirements is that you not
discuss. the topics or their subject matter until the Competition ends on June
15.
Evaluation
Primary emphasis will be placed
upon the writing and analytic abilities
demonstrated by the entr y Good
writing style is an advantage, but the
formulation of the argument itself is extremely important. The purpose of the
Writing Competition is to select people
who will be able to write a Note <among
other things ), and writing a Note
requires a student to argue that logic
and the available sources lead to a particular solution.
No premium will be placed on the
quantity of sources used- we have put
aU useful sources on reserve and in the
packets.
Format or the Entries
You should style your entry like a law
review Note, not like a memo or brief.
Any recent issue of the Law Review or
the Journal should provide an adequate
example of the desired form. It might
be helpful to read or photocopy an
example now or before you start the
Competition to guide you as you write
the paper and the footnotes.
There is a twelve-page maximum on
text. No more should be necessary to
deal with the topics in the time allowed.
Footnotes, which do not count toward
the maximum , should conform to the
Uniform System of Citation (12 ed.)
<Blue Book). Eight copies of your paper
will be required- four for the Review
and four for the Journal. Copies of last
year's winning entries will be in 412 HH
after May 1, if you 'd like to see which
entries met the requirements last year .
Questions
If there a re any further questions,
please talk to Becky Troth (764-o542) or
Steve Stankewicz (763-2195).

New Yearbook Topic
The Mich igan Yearbook of International Legal Studies has selected international problems of crimi nal
procedure as the topic for its fourth
volume to be produced during the
1981-1982 academic year.
Subjects to be explored by the Yearbook include jurisdiction ; regulation of
pol!ce activities abroad; judicial
ass1stance; and the domestic effects of
foreign criminal judgements. In order
to focus these concerns, the Yearbook
may review procedural difficulties
arising in connection with cer tain

specific crimes, such as terrorism.
Appltcattons tor stall posttJons on the
Yearbook are available outside Room
100. Completed applications must be
returned by Friday, April 24th to the
Yearbook office. Selections will be
made the following week. Yearbook
applicants are not precluded from participating in the Review/Journal
writing competition.
Questions concerning either the topic
or the application process should be addressed to John Lummis, Editor-inChief, 7.64-4597 or 996-3985.

Journal
Issue
Announced
The Journal of Law Reform's first
Special Issue. "The Economy in
Disarray . Legal Perspectives on Innation and Recession," is due out Mav
4, the Journal edttorial board announced
this week
The Special Issue, to be published in
Volume 14. Issue No. 2, explores the
relationship bNween Jaw and a
troubled Amencan economy . The
editorial board chose the economy for
its imtial effort because of the pervasive impact that persistent inflation.
declining productivity, and other
economic ills have had on the legal
system
Leading off the issue is University of
Michigan President Harold T. Shapiro.
In his introductory remarks, Shapiro
argues that the current economic
malaise is a product of conscious
choices arrived at through the political
system, and that the Jaw cannot rectify
all the consequences of these choices.
Three articles in the issue explore
how the law is being used to solve the
economic crisis.
Congressman Neal Smith's "The
Monopoly Component of Inflation in
Food Prices ," for example, urges
breaking up the meatpacking industry
to combat inflation in retail food prices.
ln a similar vein, Professor Peter Cartensen in "Antitrust Law, Competition,
and the Macroeconomy" argues that
vigorous antitrust enforcement is
essential to the success of any fiscal or
monetary policies. Finally, Steven
Hunsicker's article on wage-price controls, "Tax-Based Incomes <TIP)
Policy As An Alternative to Wage and
Price Controls," maintains that a taxbased incomes policy can be an effective supplement to traditional policy
tools.
Other articles analyze how the Jaw
has had to adapt to a fluctuating legal
landscape. Thomas C. Woodruff, for
example, in "Protecting Retired
Workers from Innation: Collective
Bargaining for Retiree Benefits,"
proposes protecting retired workers
from the devastating effects of inflation
by including retiree benefits in collective bargaining negotiations. Likewise,
Janet McDavid in " Failing Companies
and the Antitrust Laws" analyzes the
" failing company defense" under Section 7 of the Clayton Act and proposes
that the defense be extended to Section
1 of the Sherman Act.
The special issue also contains three
student articles. Two of these articles
concern cr eative responses to · the
economic crises in the bankruptcy
field: development of a " bona fide effort" test to cope with the growing
number of personal bankruptcy filings.
and examination of how reorganization
law should handle consumer warranty
claims when a debtor corporation goes
bankrupt. The third article offers a
model statute designed to mitigate the
human costs of plant closings, an increasingly common occurrence in
troubled economic times.

